Title: Rock City Road

Date: 1974-75

Media: Video (color and black-and-white, silent); 16:00 min.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/111298680
Description:

*Three black-and-white video cameras, reel-to-reel video tape recorder, Eric Siegel colorizer, and unknown broken keyer/video mixer*

Recorded in Woodstock, New York, *Rock City Road* incorporates multiple levels of rescanned images of walking on different surfaces, including pavement and snow-covered terrain. The images have been rescanned and manipulated using reel-to-reel videotape recorders. Editing actions—fast forward, reverse, pause, as well as “scratching” through and between frames—remain present as the sounds they make. Noises inherent to the medium, they function as metaphoric links between the texture/materiality of the world and that of electronic media.
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